ASHOK NAIDU	HYDERABAD LAMPS LIMITED
EXECUTTIVE DIRECTOR	101, Chenoy Trade Center
Secunderabad - 500 003.
Dear Mr. Reddy,
It was in december 1992, my father Sri T G V Naidu, picked up
your book "A glimpse of Practical Vaastu" at the New Delhi Air-port and
read it through on the flight to Hyderabad.
Consequently we were there next morning at your home at Banjara
Hills and you were kind enough to immediately spare some time and visit
our factory. The first impression you had got after seeing the factory v/as
that we would never flourish because it was built initially againstt Vaastu on
a traingular plot But having constructed the factory and invested huge
amounts of money a decade ago, we felt it impossible to demolish the whole
factory and reconstruct again. Then you suggested certain modifications
like shifting the main entrance towards the northern side and so on.
Since we were sceptical about vastu, we decided to postpone
implementing your suggestion and the problems continued to persist. We
had to close the factory because of labour unrest. Losses piled up and
technical managers started leaving for better avenues. The bankers
freezed the accounts. Collections were negligible and there was uproar in
the market that our factory will be closed permanently. As a last resort we
decided to implement your suggestion on Vaastu. The main entrance
was shifted, north east comer was extended. The height towards south
west corner was increased and so on.
Believe it, things started changing for better. The lock-out was
lifted. The workmen came round for discussions and rapproachment reached.
They were prepared to surrender all the fringe benefits, which were
given in the past. The Banks took a positive view and informed us then-
willingness to increase the quantum of help in future. Technical people and
managers who left us in adversity started rejoining our Company. The
financial position started improving. What a Sea of Change!
I am grateful to you for the Vaastu changes suggested and wish
you success in your endeavour in helping people through Vaastu.
ASHOK NAIDU
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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